of the Larkin Building—1906—was born—1958—on provincial American
soil. A great modern building completely furnished, planted complete in
perfect keeping with the original idea of a more feminine building as a
whole, was its sire, the masculine Larkin Building of Buffalo.
The legitimate offspring is now there to be seen. But, you can only see
as much of the harmonious whole as your inner vision permits you to see.
And that will be however much your prescience of innate rhythm in
building construction enables you to perceive. It takes a developed 'some
one' to see the Johnson Administration Building altogether. That is, to
see it all. But most folks see enough to delight them or make them envious.
Or make them mad.
There is no escape from the building otherwise.
Hib's hunch not only worked out in advertising returns—it began to
work out in terms of increased work and morale. Work and morale
increased one-tenth to a third the first year the building was in use. The
officials loved the place as much as the help did, and some of both of them
said they hated to leave it to go home. Jack Ramsey (who had a fine new
happy home) was one of these. But there were many others. And Hib must
have felt something that way himself . . . because just as I had got out of
bed with pneumonia, the idea of building a house of his own, to match it,
grew up in his mind. One day he had taken me out to see the tract of
prairie (a small lake running it length) that he owned by the big lake
(Michigan), and had for years been keeping as a kind of wild-fowl pre-
serve. Some days after we had walked about and talked about a house on
that site and I had explained a zoned house to him, Hib brought me a little
sketch plan he had himself pencilled of the general outlines of a house
pretty much as his stands out there on the prairie now.
Just before I had come down with a devastating fever, Hib had been
dining with us and, after dinner, I was demonstrating with a Victrola the
essential lack of modern music as compared with Music—jumping up and
down meantime to change the records. 'Man', he said, * don't you know
you waste a lot of energy that way when you might be resting?'
Shortly after this, an agent of the Capehart, Gushing, came out with
instructions from Hib to measure the house for a complete three-station
installation of that remarkable record changing and playing instrument.
A superfine record player with a radio attachment just as the Scott is a
superfine radio with a record-playing attachment. Hib put in the most
complete installation I have ever seen. More complete than his own. He
was like that sometimes—a 'hunch', you see?
I respect 'hunches' in others if they correspond with mine. This one—
the little sketch made with T square and triangle—did. And soon the new
house for the young bride Hib was to bring in to it was designed, laid out,
and under way. He had mumbled something to me in a vague sort of way
about 'cost', but I knew he didn't mean me to be too much interested in
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